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Major problems when people lost their belongings or when someone accidentally
found others' belongings are the difficulty in returning them back to the right owner
and also the lengthy police report procedures they have to follow. This report
presents the development ofMY Lost and Found website. It is a region-based online
service made for Malaysian to easily search for items they lost and also to advertise
itemsthat peoplefound. The suitablealgorithmis studied as to capture and matchthe
lost and found data. To fulfil the objectives ofthe project, System Development Life
Cycle will be implemented throughout this project. The methodology selected is
prototyping-based where the analysis, design and implementation phases are
performed repeatedly and the prototype also evolved concurrently from cycle to
cycle until the system is completed. As a result, the website application is developed
which demonstrates the simple and user-friendly Graphical User Interface for
capturing lost and found item's description and the searching and posting modulehas
been integrated together to solve the matching problem.
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1.1 Background of Study
Internet nowadays looks a little bit different from what has been pictured a few years
ago. People are fully utilising World Wide Web or the Internet to get the current and
latest information. Not just that, Internet applications applied during this decade have
evolved from information hub to social 'meeting' places such as Friendster [1],
YouTube [2], Facebook [3], Amazon.com [4] and e-Shopping [5] where people can
communicate with each other directly to meet their own needs and desires. Just by
searching and browsing over the Internet, they can capture the information needed
and that would really help them in dealing with their busy daily routines.
Taking this advantage, this application system is invented in order to help people
communicate their lost and found items with other people. It is also one of the
approaches to meet the social obligation in Malaysia which is to make something that
is worthy and beneficial to all Internet users. As far as concerned, there is not any
Internet application or website that is region-based in Malaysia which performs this
kind of service to the people. It can help solve a lot of drawbacks and problems such
as police report lengthy procedures people have to follow and difficulty in getting or
returning back the belongings to the right owner.
In addition, this project is a collaboration project with a company specialized in
embedded system - Smart Platform (M) Sdn. Bhd. This will be the supportive point
on the importance of inventing this kind ofonline service now in order to help solve
the missing items in a productive and easy way. Other than the author, there is also
another team mate named Nur Adibah Rahmat, who will work on this project and
focus in the development of the Posting Module, as what has been agreed with the
supervisor and Smart Platform.
1.2 Problem Statements
Most people experienced in losing their belongings which might be misplaced
somewhere they could not remember. News and advertisements on people searching
or looking for their missing valuable things (such as jewels, arts, antiques, important
documents, pets and personal belongings) have always been heard everywhere,
especially in Malaysia. In response to that, the missing items might be found by other
individuals, but in order to return the items back to the right owners seems a little bit
difficult. Normally lodging a police report is a common thing people will do in order
to report on their lost or found items. But, it seems that police report involves quite a
number of procedures such as the access to public information and investigation
length, which might be very time-consuming for people to just simply wait for the
results and kept worrying whether their missing items were found or not.
This is where the online service for lost and found items, MY Lost and Found
website can be implemented to cater the hitches. Apart from no longer facing the
lengthy police report procedures, the website can also be utilised as a strategic,
conducive approach to solve the problems of those who lost their missing items to
get them back in a short time. MY which uniquely standsfor Malaysia is to focus the
development of the website specifically for the peoplewithin Malaysia only (region-
based).
At the present time, there are already a few lost and found websites [6-9] being
developed over the Internet worldwide. However, it is not convenient for people in
this country to use them as they might face the limitation of country boundary, thus
will create delivery problems and time-consuming problem. Moreover, it is quite
impossible and wasteful for an outsider to report what they found in Malaysia in
another country's website just to expect the owner to check on the same website and
return the items to him or her. Hence, apparently the unique MY Lost and Found
website in Malaysia is the best solution for all the drawbacks faced by people in the
country nowadays.
1.3 Objectives
As this project is an industrial collaboration and team work project, the objectives of
the project have been categorized based on general and specific criterion. The
general objective to be achieved by both of the author and her team mate is:
• To develop a website that can be used by people to search for items they lost
and also to advertise items that people found
The specific objectives that we have to achieve individually are;
• To design and create user-friendly page for user to search their lost or found
item (author's part)
• To design and create user-friendly page for user to post their lost or found item
(team mate's part)
1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of study for this project will be completed within one (1) year time frame
(two semesters) and divided into two (2) phases. The first phase will touch on the
technical part of the development of MY Lost and Found website in Malaysia where
the author needs to understand the working principle of a website with a user-
friendly GUI criterion. Besides that, research on existing applications and websites
that have already implemented any applicable algorithms example that can be
applied to our website will also be stressed on.
The second phase will cover the design and development work, where MY Lost and
Found website will be developed. This part will involve implementation from the
researches and studies made earlier in the first phase and the selected algorithm will
be applied in the programming language. This phase will bestow a better and clear
view, understanding and clarity on all the researches conducted previously. Both
Phase 1 and Phase 2 are due to be completed within the first semester (Semester
January 2009) and second semester (Semester July 2009) respectively.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Existing System Available
Most of the websites have narrow-focused scope which means they focus the search
items or belongings only to a certain category. For example, The LostPets.com
applied narrow-focused scope in their services which is searching only for missing
animals (cats and dogs only). The FidoFinder.com [7] is where the lost dogs are
being advertised and TabbyTracker.com [7] advertised missing cats. These two
websites only focus on missing animals, and just those two kinds of animals are
being focused which are cats and dogs.
There are websites available to search for many categories from lost animals to
missing personal belongings, for example Lost and Found.com [8] and The Found
Bin.com [9] which advertise varieties of missing and found items. There are some
websites which rewards those who found the missing items and some websites
provide no reward or payment at all.
In spite of the availability of lost and found websites everywhere over the Internet at
the present time, some enhancements still need to be done. All existing websites
found are not based in Malaysia, thus it is not convenient for Malaysianpeopleto use
the services. It will be difficult for people in this country to report or search for their
missing items overthe websites of othercountries. Limitation of country boundary is
one of the problems as most websites are based in United States and Canada.
Logically, chances are low for the owners to get back their missing items because if
they lost their items in Malaysia, it is quite impossible for people who found the
items to advertise in other countries' lost and found websites unless if the owner
went to another country and somebody from there advertised the missing items in
that website. Another drawback of not having the lost and found website in this own
country is that the delivery cost will be higher when they want to post back the items
to the owner in Malaysia and it may take about a few months in order to get back the
items.
An alternative should be developed for the same type ofonline service in the country
so that it can benefit our Internet users as well and it is being focused on region-
based type of online service. Take an example of eBay [10] website and its
alternative e-commerce service developed in Malaysia, Lelong.com [11]. The idea of
developing an alternative online service for eBay in the country is to make it easier
for the Malaysian people to search for their preferable categories or items to buy and
the price might be lower than those sold in eBay.
2.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Deitel [12] claimed in his book that a simple but user- friendly website should be
implemented to produce good website with suitable GUI applications since Internet
users nowadays are accustomed to applications with GUIs. Users want applications
that employ the multimedia capabilities of graphics, images, animation, audio and
video which are not limited to the desktop and local computer network only but can
run on the Internet and World Wide Web components as well as other remote
databases. The website will have to apply both file-processing techniques and
database technologies.
Existing websites applied GUI in their applications. Some are easy to be used
whereas some other websites are difficult to be understood by certain users because
of its graphical complexity. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 shown below are examples of
the screenshots captured from the lost and found websites which implement
accustomed application of GUI and make users easily understand and know how to
use the websites.
Both interfaces shown in the next pages have their own strengths and drawbacks that
have to be improved in the new application system developed in this project. The
FoundBin.com [8] is a website that gives easy access even to non-technical people. It
uses simple yet easy-to-understand GUI applications with scalable fonts, attractive
icons and colours being implemented in the main page. Those first time visitors who
visit the website can easily understand what to do and how to use all applications
available in the website. The Lost Item section and Found Item section have been
divided into two different sections where those who lost something can post the lost
item in 'Post My Lost Item' and then can also straight away search for any listed lost
items that are available or might be matched with his / her lost item in 'Search Found
Items' that other people posted.
While the Lostandfound.com [9] website presents more detailed information and
various widget applications which might be significant for certain group of people
(those who are already experts in using Internet applications) and might not be for
another group. The font displayed is not very scalable with smaller fonts and the
interfaces look more to business and corporate view compared to FoundBin.com [8]
which looks more general and suitable for all ages. There are some applications or
information displayed in the website that seems useful for users. For example, there
is a 'Statistics' box displayed at the up-right corner of the website. It shows the
amount of users who have experienced losing or finding items all around the world
and in the United States specifically, and also shows how high the rewards have been
offered by the owner of lost items to those who found them. Other than that, the
'Spotlight Ad' also is very useful to advertise latest lost or found item that people
posted for the day, and people can just select their preferable sections from the menu
bar displayed at the left side.
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Figure 2.1: The FoundBin.com [8] User Interface
Figure 2.2: The lostandfound.com [9] User Interface
After making an analytical, critical and objective review on these online services [7-
9], the literature review mentioned in this section can be summarized in the table
below:
Table 2.1: Summary ofexisting website and online system available











• Simple and user friendly
• Easier access for non
technical people
• Colourful icons and designs
- Division ofpage sections














- Simple and user friendly
• Easier access for non
technical people
• Scalable fonts, attractive
icons
- Division of sections (lost
and found) are applied
• Additional, informative















• Corporate and business
look
• Detailed information







As the author's part is focused more on the searching module, there are also
researches made on how the existing system or website applied the searching
application in their system or website. It is important to build a simple yet useful
searching application in our system so that it will be much easier for users to handle
our system.
The LostPets.com [7] applied it by asking the users to search for their lost or found
pet listings before proceeding to register users' lost or found pet. When users have
register to the website, the pets' information will be added to the database thus users
will begin to receive email updates if there is any information regarding their pets.
When someone lost a pet, he can search the found pets' listings based on his
characteristics which includes the breed, colour, size and gender, as well as to search
for it in the postal code area. If the owner's pet is found in the listings, the owner can
send a message to the person who found his pet. If he does not find his pet in the
listings, he can register the pets' information in the lost pet so that later on the owner
can receive email updates when similar found pets are added to the website.
It applies the same to these two websites which are The FoundBin.com {8] and
Internet Lost and Found® Inc.[9]. They separated their search categories for items
lost and found in different sections. They also provided main searchapplication for
users to search randomly for the types of items lost or found while advanced search
application is used for users to specify their information of items in detailed. For
example in FoundBin.com [8], the location ofthe missing and found items is used as
the main search criteria. The advanced search application for the website includes
other criteria such as item's brand, size, colour and what was in the item (for
example there are some documents in the missing backpack), and within how many
miles the user lost or found the item.
For Internet Lost and Found® Inc.[9], the main search application includes the
criteria of the item's category, colour, location type, city or town where the item has
been lost or found, state and the postal code. It can be seen that the website already
focused more in the main searchapplication as to get the most accuratedata that will
be matched with the information they have in the database. In the advanced search
application, they ask users to specify how many days the user wants to view the




3.1 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
To achieve the objectives of the project, the System Development Life Cycle
methodology will be used throughout this project. Dennis A. [13] points out that
SDLC is commonly used for any information system development project as it is a
"process of understanding how an information system can support business needs,
designing the system, building it and delivering it to users" (p.l). SDLC includes
four (4) phases which are planning, analysis, design and implementation where each






Figure 3.1: Prototyping-based Methodology
To implement SDLC, selection of methodology is crucial and therefore prototyping-
based methodology has been selected after making a few considerations on system
complexity and reliability, short time schedules, clarity of user requirements,
technology familiarization, and schedule visibility.
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Prototyping is one of the methodologies under rapid application development based
where it concurrently repeats the analysis, design, and implementation phases in a
cycle until the system is completed. Dennis A. [13] says "it very quickly provides a
system for the users to interact with, even if it is not ready for widespread
organizational use at first". This is because the first system prototype that has
minimal amount of features will be worked out after the first cycle of analysis and
design phases being done. The prototype is then shown and tested by users to
proceed with the second cycle and prototype with additional features being added.
3.1.1 Planning
Planning is the fundamental phase in SDLC where the project objectives are being
assessed and expectations whether the new system has to be built or not are
identified. In planning phase, project management workplan is one of the major
activities involved. The workplan information will be performed in a Gantt chart
where the duration of each task is shown and focused into. The Gantt chart will be
used continuously throughout the project development and the tasks and time line
charted in the Gantt chart must be followed accordingly. The advantage of using
Gantt chart is user can make sure that the project will be always on track and will not
face overdue tasks or timeline expiration. MY Lost and Found Gantt chart is created
using Microsoft VISIO and is attached in Appendix 1: MY Lost and Found Gantt
chart.
MY Lost and Found Gantt chart summarizes the tasks and duration tasks that will
take place in each project phase. This chart will be used continuously by the author
throughout the project development to make sure that the project will be always kept
on track. As shown below, the fundamental phase which is planning occurs in the
first place. Three phases which are analysis, design and implementation phases will
then occur concurrently and repeatedly in a cycle. The 're-analyse, re-design and re-
implementation' task represent the cycle of those three phases and is expected to be
performed starting from the month of July until September.
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3.1.2 Analysis
The analysis phase will involve investigations and reviews on current systems related
to the project which are already in the market and suggestions or recommendations
for any improvement to be made on those systems are discussed. As a result, a new
system with new concept will be delivered and possible enhancements are gradually
developed during this phase.
Before delivering the system, gathering all possible information and requirements
from other users and individuals are important so that the feedbacks and comments
given by them can be documented and taken into consideration in order to better
enhance the product or system which in this case is the website itself. It is said that
the requirements-gathering process is an important part in a project where "it can be
used for building political support for the project and establishing trust and rapport
between project team and users" (p.137) [13], Questionnaire has been chosen as one
of the techniques used in this project as we can get information and opinion from a
large number ofpeople. According to Dennis A. [13], "questionnaires are commonly
used for systems intended for use outside of the organization (e.g., by customers or
vendors) or for systems with business users spread across many geographic
locations" (p. 147).
3.1.3 Design
Most of the system operation happens during design phase; architecture design,
interface design, database and file specifications design and program design. The
deliverables in this phase are the design of user interfaces (screen design), forms and
reports, as well as the tools or requirements needed in this project (for examples: the
programming codes, database software, and other files).
The development of architecture design includes the tools and requirements
implemented in the project which in this case are Macromedia Dreamweaver (which
includes HTML, PHP, ASP, CSS, JavaScript & XML scripting language), XAMPP
(a free and open source cross-platform web server package, consisting mainly of the
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Apache HTTP Server, MySQL database, and interpreters for scripts written in the
PHP and Perl programming languages) and NAVTCAT Lite for MySQL (a multi-
connection Database Administration tools which allows to connect to MySQL).
3.1.4 Implementation
The final phase of SDLC is the implementation phase. It is the longest and most
expensive part of the development process where the system is built and tested to
ensure it performs as designed, installed using different types of approaches and
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Figure 3.2: MY Lost and Found System Flowchart
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Figure 3.2 above shows how the application would work as suggested primarily by
the collaborator's company. By registering first as a user, the website can track the
user's location and segregate the lost and found items. The user will then be alerted
of the terms and policies of the website before he is able to report on any lost or
found item. The system database which support and linked to the system will then-
list down the matching list of items (Match List) which have been reported by
previous users. User can check and verify whether the listed items satisfy their item's
criteria or not. If the owner is still not satisfied, he also can communicate with those





4.1.1 Use Case Diagram





Figure3.3: Use Case Diagram for System's Searching Module
Theuse case diagram is used to illustrate the basic functions of the system and how
users aregoing to respond to it. It comprises ofthe actor(the userwho will be using
the system), the use case or functionalities of the system and the relationship that
each use case has with each other, whether it is an 'include' or 'exclude' relationship.
The 'include' relationship is a mandatory inclusion of another use case while the
'extend' relationship is an optional behaviour or extension ofuse case.
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4.1.2 Requirements-Gathering Technique - Questionnaires
The questionnaire has been prepared and distributed to the people selected during the
first phase. The target person includes the lecturers, staffs, students and other people
(e.g., friends, relatives, and other end users). The purpose of the summary is to get
their opinion on the development of the website whether it is necessary and
beneficial to them or not.
The questionnaire listed below was originally made and discussed by the author and
her team mate. It is a combination of an open-ended question with closed-ended
question and it consists ofgeneral to specific questions given to the respondents. The
questions are generated to get to know in detail of users' opinion and their
expectations on the website that will be built. The questions are:
• Have you experienced losing any ofyour belongings?
• What will you usually do when you lost any thing?
• Have you ever found other people's belonging?
• What will you do when you found people's belonging?
• Have you ever get back your lost item?
• Do you aware that there are existing websites which provide services to track
lost and found item?
• Have you experienced using any ofthe websites?
• Did you get back your lost item after you publish it on the website?
• Is the website easy to use?
• In your opinion, is it important to have a website in Malaysia whereby you
can share your lost or found item with other people?
• If a website of lost and found item is developed, do you think it will help
people to get back their missing item?
The result from the questionnaires distributed to twenty male students and twenty
female students around Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS is captured in the table
(refer to Table 4.1 at page 18) and charts (refer to Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 at page
19) as shown in the next pages.
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Table 4.1: Results ofquestionnaires distributed to 40 students
Question Types ofQuestions Female Male
Yes No Yes No
Ql Experience in losing belongings 17 3 19 1
Q3 Experience in finding others' belongings 18 2 19 1
Q5 Experience in finding back the missing items 16 4 14 6
Q6 Awareness ofexisting website for lost and found 3 17 11 9
Q7
Q8
items (if no, proceed to 10)
Experience in using any online service websites
(if no, proceed to 10)










Q9 Website graphical user interface (GUI) 0 0 0 0
Q10
Qll
Significance ofdeveloping Lost and Found
Website in Malaysia
Agreed on whether new service website can help









* Note: C) means the questions are skipped and not answered by 1he re;sponc ents
(because they answered 'No' for Q6 and Q7)
Results from the questionnaires above can be summarized as below:
• Majority of students have experienced in losing their own belongings and
found others' belongings.
• Some ofthem will report to the police station on their missing or found items,
while others try to search for their items in any possible places or just did
nothing.
• Very few have experienced in using the online service websites available.
They are not aware of the occurrences of these websites.
• Majority of them agreed on developing Lost and Found website in Malaysia
and gave good feedbacks and high recommendations for the author to
continue this project. The objective to develop MY Lost and Found website
that can be used by people to search for item that they lost and also to
advertise item that people found will be achievable.
Survey done by 20 female students on MYLost and Found
website
•a 10-'
Yes M No Questions
Figure 4.1: Results ofQuestionnaire (female) using Stacked Column Chart
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Figure 4.2: Results ofQuestionnaire (male) using Stacked Column Chart
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4.2 Preliminary Results
In the preliminary results, the author explained about the website design and
functionalities of each website's local page. The user interfaces or screen prints of
the System's local pages are also attached in this section.
4.2.1 System's Home Page
Figure 4.3 below shows the interface or screen print of the System's Home Page.
New user has to register first by clicking either at 'Sign Up' sign at the top-left side
of the website or belowthe 'User Login' column. If the user is already a member for
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Figure4.3: System's Home Page
About Us illustrates the history of MYLost andFound website, strategy that it wants
to achieve and also other acknowledgements or highlights about this online service.
The Contact tab is where the users give feedbacks after using the website (e.g.,
supports, opinions or recommendations to the website to perform betterservices later
on).
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4.2.2 System's Menu Page
After user logs in to the website, MY Lost and Found Menu Page will be displayed.
It illustrates the services that the website provides - which consists of three sections -
ManageYour Account, Searchfor an Item, and Post Item sections. Figure 4.4 shown
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Figure 4.4: System's Menu Page
4.2.3 System's Services - Search Item Page
The services provided in the application are the service for posting lost or found item
and the service for searching the lost and found item. MY Lost and Found Services
Pagedivides these two services into Post Itempage and Search Itempage. As for the
author part, Search Item page is the module that the author needs to stress on. User
who wants to search for any lost or found data have to fill up the required fields of
the item category, brand, colour, age and date of the lost or found item. To look in
more detail on how the Search Item page works, refer to Figure 4.5: System's
Services - Search Item Page.
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The website application presented the simple and user-friendly Graphical User
Interface for capturing lost and found item's description. The searching and posting
modules have been integrated to solve the matching problem. Questionnaires have
been prepared and distributed to the people selected at an earlier stage to get
feedbacks and people awareness on the existence ofLost and Found Website as well
as a proof to show that this project was very useful to be developed within this
country. Overall, this online service is being developed with a solution to match the
lost item withthe found item using appropriate algorithms coding, and it is expected
to benefit the individuals and authorities to solve reports on missing and found items.
MY Lost and Found will be the fundamental platform for Malaysian community to
exchange their lost and found item's informationthrough Internet.
5.2 Recommendation
There are a few recommendations that could be done on the project of MYLost and
Found website for further enhancements. Those recommendations are;
• Email alert will be sent automatically to the originator (those who found the
lost or found item) if there are users who advertise item with similar criteria
mentioned by the originator
• Website-based is changed to system-based in order to narrow down the scope
area, therefore the chances ofgetting back the missing item are higher
23
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Please help us do this survey:
Gender : • Male d Female
Age :
1. Have you experienced losing any ofyour belongings?
• Yes
DNo
2. What will you usually do when you lost any thing?
a. Make a police report
b. No effort done
c. Try to search at every possible place
d. Others
3. Have you ever found other people's belonging?
• Yes
DNo
4. What will you do when you found people's belonging?
a. Make a police report
b. Just keep the item with you
c. Others
5. Have you ever get back your lost item?
• Yes
D No
6. Do you aware that there are existing websites which provide services to track lost
and found item?
D Yes
D No (if no, please proceed to question 10)
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7. Have you experienced using any ofthe websites?
D Yes
D No (ifno, please proceed to question 10)
8. Did you get back your lost item after you publish it on the website?
• Yes
DNo
9. Is the website easy to be use?
D Yes
DNo
10. In your opinion, is it important to have a website in Malaysia whereby you can
share your lost or found item with other people?
D Yes
D No
11. If a website of lost and found item is developed, do you think it will help people
find back their missing item? Give your opinion.
12. Any other comments?
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